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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

I grew up in Wyoming and completed 13 years of public education. In elementary
school I had art and music twice a week with a highly qualified arts educator, and in high
school I had five highly qualified arts educators who introduced me to ceramics, music,
photography, painting, and commercial arts. I realize now, many years later, how lucky I
was to have access to a quality arts education throughout my childhood.
I graduated from high school knowing I would pursue a college education and
eventually a career, in the arts. I excelled in math and science, however, I did not find joy
in them, and I was determined to choose a career and lifestyle that made me happy. It
occurred to me at a young age that what field or cause you pursue for a job ultimately
determines the life you live. The math is really pretty simple. There are 168 hours in a
week, and with 56 of those hours used for sleeping, that leaves roughly 112 hours a week
for productive contribution to society. Subtract out a few hours for necessities like eating,
cleaning and having a little fun, and I figured we spend at least half of our time in this life
working. Knowing this, I have spent the first decade of my adult life carefully and
meticulously considering my career path and planning my life.
I graduated from Boise State University in 2005 with a Bachelors of Fine Arts in
Graphic Design and a minor in Psychology. I signed up for every studio class offered and
had no doubts about my decision to major in art, specifically graphic design. However,
after graduating, I found myself in a cubical working 40 hours a week updating old gas
station donut signs and outdated pharmacy hours. I quickly came to realize that my job as
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a graphic designer was more about mass production and quick turnarounds and less about
creativity and promoting meaningful ideas. This was not going to be my life! So,
knowing how significant the arts were in my education and development, and still
determined to find a career I was passionate about, I went back to Boise State University
to become an arts educator. In the two years it took me to attain my Bachelors of Fine
Arts in Art Education, several things became very obvious to me. First, kids still love art.
Second, there is not nearly enough arts education offered in public schools. And, third, I
want to do something to change this. Five years, two more professional graphic design
jobs, and one Masters Degree later–here I am, creating an arts advocacy handbook and
marketing campaign for arts educators in Idaho.
I believe education is one of the most important and influential aspects of life, and
I hope this handbook is just the beginning of a journey and life well spent negotiating and
fighting for better education.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this M.A. Art Education project is to provide Idaho’s arts
educators with both a comprehensive arts education advocacy handbook and access to a
professionally designed arts education advocacy marketing campaign. Global, national,
and local arts advocacy research serve as a foundation for this project. This project has
three major components: an arts advocacy handbook, materials for an Idaho-specific arts
advocacy marketing campaign, and a social media page. The handbook, “Informed.
Active. Connected. Arts Educators Advocating For The Arts in Idaho,” aims to better
prepare Idaho’s arts educators to be effective, knowledgeable, and informed advocates
for the arts with a consistent marketing message and theme.
Major objectives for this project include: accessibility of the handbook and its
materials, ease of use, consistent design, and shareability of information. A key
component in addressing these intentions is how the handbook will be distributed and
accessed. In an effort to maximize viral use and distribution of the arts advocacy
handbook, a Facebook Fan Page has been created and serves as a hub for this project. The
Facebook Fan Page, “Idaho Arts Advocacy,” will provide Idaho’s arts advocates with an
open platform to communicate and connect.
The handbook designed as a result of this project consists of the following
information and materials:
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•

Introduction: Why An Arts Advocacy Handbook?, Who Is This Handbook
For?, How Do You Use This Handbook?, Recent Research In Arts Education,
Marketing And Advocacy Defined

•

State of Education in Idaho

•

State of Arts Education in Idaho: Arts Educators vs. Parent Volunteers, Idaho
Arts Education Resources, Additional Idaho Resources and Facts, Arts
Education Recommendations from NAEA

•

Marketing Plan: Explanation of Design, Posters, Flyers, E-blast, Small
Images, Facebook, Additional Ideas, Graphic Design Tips, Marketing Tips

•

Closing: Idaho’s Arts Educators Are Advocates, Resources
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CHAPTER I
Introduction

Education is a topic of vast research and great debate. Focuses include what to
teach, what not to teach, and how to teach. As technology, communication, and the
quality of living dramatically advance, a battle to identify and prioritize education has
intensified. Classrooms across the country are exceeding maximum capacity, and the
process of learning is often times simplified to meet the requirements of standardized
testing. According to the Idaho Education Association (2011), Idaho currently ranks 50th
in the United States in the amount of money we invest per student, and spends almost
three times as much per prisoner as it does per public school student. Idaho, at present, is
not a good place for education, and while most math and science courses will survive,
“The arts remain on the margin of education, often the last to be added and the first to be
dropped in times of strained budget and shifting priorities” (National Assembly of State
Arts Agencies, 2006, p. 17). According to the Idaho Commission on the Arts and Idaho
State Department of Education (2010), arts education in Idaho reflects the national
situation, continues to struggle for recognition at the district level, and the infrastructure
to support arts education in Idaho is lacking. The same article (2010) reports Idaho’s
elementary school art specialist-to-student ratio for visual arts at 1 to 2,335.
The arts are vitally important – not just in education, but to us all as humans and
diverse-complex beings. “A good art education will help children to view all images in a
thoughtful manner. Through art education, children can come to understand the damaging
effects of visual stereotypes” (Freedman, 2012, p.2). Arts education needs to be
acknowledged and its role in education needs to be reevaluated. “Art education
1

leadership demands a critical attitude that reveals a healthy skepticism toward status-quo
practices, conflicting educational policy, and over-simplified solutions to complex
problems” (Freedman, 2011, p. 1). This project aims to provide a foundation and
materials for arts educators to become leaders in advocating for the arts in Idaho. It is
time for change in Idaho.

Need for the Project
The need for this project comes from a decline in arts awareness and arts
education offered nationally and specifically, in Idaho (Idaho Commission on the Arts &
Idaho State Department of Education, 2010). In an effort to maximize reach, careful
consideration was given to the target audience for the arts advocacy handbook. Idaho’s
arts educators have the greatest potential to create change in arts education, serving as a
central link to teachers, students, and policy makers. This arts advocacy handbook and
supportive marketing materials were created for these educators. The intention for this
arts advocacy handbook is to provide Idaho’s arts educators with a comprehensive and
thoughtful advocacy campaign that provides arts education advocacy marketing materials
(i.e. posters, flyers, e-blasts, small images, social media) and includes: marketing tips,
graphic design tips, social media support through an active Facebook fan page, an online
version of the handbook, and a variety of grassroots-marketing ideas. This handbook
aims to better prepare Idaho’s arts educators to be effective, knowledgeable, and
informed advocates for the arts with a consistent marketing message and theme. The
research conducted and suggestions for application of arts advocacy in Idaho are intended
to serve as a support and foundation for an arts advocacy campaign specific to Idaho.
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“Being informed about policies that influence art education can aid educational practice
and work to support the field as a whole” (Freedman, 2011, p. 42).
The development of this project allowed me to examine how the value of the arts
is communicated in Idaho and how the arts are promoted in Idaho. How do people–
government officials, school board members, parents, communities and students–learn
the value of the arts? How can advocating for the arts go beyond a clip-art flyer and
poorly managed website? To establish consistency in messaging and cause, a fully digital
arts advocacy handbook was created and is accompanied with a comprehensive
marketing campaign, and Facebook fan page. This project focuses on the current state of
arts education in Idaho, and provides relevant information and research for Idaho’s arts
educators to establish a consistent advocacy message and cause. “Staying in touch with
the field requires a good working knowledge of the most advanced thinking about art
education” (Freedman, 2011, p. 43).
This project focuses on utilizing marketing techniques to promote and grow
awareness for arts education in Idaho. It also demonstrates how creativity can be used to
better advocate for the arts in Idaho.
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CHAPTER II
Literature Review
This chapter provides a literature review examining arts education advocacy, and
evaluates arts advocacy marketing materials, globally, nationally, and locally–in Idaho. It
will also evaluate the status of the arts and humanities in education as it relates to
democracy and learning. Information and research regarding marketing and social media
are included. The information presented here provides the initial exploration and
understanding required to create a comprehensive arts education advocacy campaign
maintaining the quality and thoughtfulness the arts deserve.

Global Research in Arts Education
Arts advocacy at the global-level is concerned with creating and developing
relationships internationally, and sharing best practices–as illustrated by the International
Federation of Arts Council and Culture Agencies (IFACCA). It is a global network of
arts councils that hopes to improve the management and sharing of information and ideas
between arts councils, ministries of culture and arts, and culture organizations (IFACCA).
At the global level, arts advocacy is not involved with classroom teachers, budgets, or
parent volunteers. For the most part, organizations like IFACCA are comprised of
international business CEOs, directors and executives coming together from all over the
world to collaborate. IFACCA provides a glimpse into what other countries are doing in
the arts, and how they value the arts in their culture.
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Most of the arts advocacy marketing materials at the global level are online
resources like IFACCA. These marketing materials focus primarily on building
relationships and connecting with other arts professionals internationally.

National Research in Arts Education
Research at the national level is abundant, with resources available for every state,
district, and school in the United States. To gain an overall understanding of the condition
of arts education in the United States, research was considered from a variety of states
including: California, Louisiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin. Each state provides its
individual story and presentation of facts, there was consistency in the overall poor
condition of arts education in each state as illustrated in the following research.
According to “An Unfinished Canvas” (2009), 89% of K-12 schools in California fail to
offer standards-based study in four art disciplines. One study in Louisiana, “Findings
Report From Lafayette, LA’s Community Audit for Arts Education” (2008), states 83.5%
of their respondents did not know if a comprehensive plan for arts education exists in the
Lafayette region. An article regarding arts education in Illinois, “Arts at the Core: Every
School, Every Student” (2005), examined research suggesting broad disparities in arts
education in Illinois is tied to the specific interests of principals and superintendents.
Additionally, research on the arts in Wisconsin, “Arts Education in Wisconsin Public
Schools” (2008), examines a 73% student enrollment decline in music from 6th grade to
12th grade. The results are varied, and the research fields mixed. However, the research
available at the national level suggests a decline in arts education support, understanding,
and funding. “While many school districts have made significant commitments to areas
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such as language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies, the arts are too often at
the periphery of the curriculum. Central to this issue is the failure to link the importance
of studying the arts to educating students” (Goodwin, 2001, p. 1).
The arts advocacy marketing materials available nationally are generous–flyers,
formatted letters, speaking points, important facts, and points of contact–representing the
spectrum of usefulness and professionalism. There are a multitude of people and
companies interested in advocating for the arts throughout the United States, and they
represent a variety of opinions on why the arts are important. The National Art Education
Association (NAEA) served as a key recourse for this project, and provides an expansive
range of arts advocacy materials and support. The range of resources considered,
including the NAEA, were all consistent in identifying political figures, school board
members, parents and community members as targets for arts advocacy and educational
reform (www.arteducators.org).

Local Research in Arts Education – Idaho
Overall, Idaho’s education statistics are grim. Idaho’s “Go On Campaign” cites
the following statistics (Table 1) (www.go-on-idaho.org):
Table 1
National Information Center for Higher Education Policy and Analysis Statistics on
Idaho (2010)
Education Statistic

Idaho’s State
Ranking (out of 50
states)

College-going rates of high school graduates–directly from high
school

49th
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9th graders chance for college by age 19

42nd

Percent of 18 to 24 year olds enrolled in college

41st

Graduation rates from college–B.A. degree in six years

43rd

Retention Rates–First-time college freshman returning their
second year

50th

This is significant data for arts educators and advocates to be aware of, because as Idaho
struggles to adequately educate its students, the NAEA writes in “Learning in a Visual
Age–The Critical Importance of Visual Arts Education” (2009):
A growing body of research within the arts points to the conclusion that
challenged and disengaged students are even more likely than other students to
benefit from high-quality arts instruction. In addition, to helping young people
develop important knowledge, skills, and habits of mind, the arts have a great
capacity to engage students who would otherwise be alienated. (p. 9)
According to the article, “The Arts and Civic Engagement: Involved in Arts, Involved in
Life” (2002), research also shows that arts participation strongly correlates with positive
individual and civic behaviors, and states, “art participants are more than twice as likely
to volunteer in their communities” (p. 4). Idaho needs more and better arts education, and
that calls for more arts advocates who are adequately informed and prepared to advocate
for arts education.
One community of interest in Idaho, Boise, has a history of community support
and endorsement of the arts. For example, renowned programs like The Trey McIntyre
Project are choosing Boise to live in and grow, and The Idaho Shakespeare Festival has
7

been performing plays since 1977. Downtown Boise is lined with active artist studios,
lively concert venues, and colorful art collectives. The arts are alive in the Boise
community, however, this is not reflected in its systems of education, and that
discrepancy is very concerning. For example, public elementary schools in Boise do not
have highly qualified arts educators; art volunteers and parents make up the arts program
provided for Boise’s elementary students (Idaho Commission on the Arts & Idaho State
Department of Education, 2010). Also, there are no arts credits required to graduate from
a Boise high school. There is a need to gain better understanding of communities who
embrace the arts but lack that same commitment in their educational programs.
As illustrated, most of the country, including Idaho, is straining to make education
a priority. In a time of extreme budget cuts and prioritization, the arts are not faring well–
especially in Idaho. To demonstrate this point, “A Report on The Status of Arts
Education in Idaho” (2010) writes, the average teacher-to-student ratio for visual arts
specialists in Idaho elementary schools is 1 to 2,335. There is also a “disconnect between
arts education potential and arts education practice” (2010, p. 2). Staggering statistics,
such as this, substantiate the need for education reform in Idaho and renewed emphasis
on arts awareness and support.
There are a variety of arts advocacy marketing materials available in Idaho,
however, there is no consistent messaging or design. Marketing materials available in
Idaho are primarily online and accessible through organizations websites. Such as the
Idaho Art Educators Association website.
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Democracy and the Arts
In the opening chapter of her book, Not For Profit – Why Democracy Needs The
Humanities, Martha Nussbaum (2010) states:
Radical changes are occurring in what democratic societies teach the young, and
these changes have not been well thought through. Thirsty for national profit,
nations, and their systems of education are heedlessly discarding skills that are
needed to keep democracies alive. If this trend continues, nations all over the
world will soon be producing generations of useful machines, rather than
complete citizens who can think for themselves, criticize tradition, and understand
the significance of another person’s suffering and achievements. (p. 2)
Nussbaum (2010) goes on to provide examples of countries, with primary focus on the
United States and India, and their styles of education that display a “world wide crisis in
education” (p. 2) that is consumed by economic profit. A push for an economically
stimulating education can be seen worldwide, and “it reminds us that higher education
has become a business, a business that does not necessarily sell knowledge…which
reduced learning to no more than a set of purchasable access points to the development of
a career” (Charlesworth, 2008, p. 38).
Nussbaum (2010) argues that these profit driven societies and “educators for
economic growth will do more than ignore the arts. They will fear them” (p. 23). The arts
and the humanities are not key components in the current systems of education, and to
this point Nussbaum (2010) explains:
For a cultivated and developed sympathy is a particularly dangerous enemy of
obtuseness, and moral obtuseness is necessary to carry out programs of economic
development that ignore inequality. It is easier to treat people as objects to be
manipulated if you have never learned any other way to see them. (p. 23)
The arts and humanities provide a platform for connection among humans. Every culture
has its own stories, triumphs, and failures, and these can be shared through plays,
9

paintings, dance, literature, and films. This gift of understanding and connecting with
other humans is part of the necessary process in creating an individual who is both
intelligent and thoughtful.
Amy Gutmann (1987) states, “ Democratic education, therefore, should not limit
its vision to a single society. It should encourage students to consider the rights and
responsibilities of both a shared citizenship and a shared humanity with all people” (p.
309). In her discussion on the state of education, Nussbaum (2010) speaks to several of
Gutmann’s key elements of democratic education, such as the ability to have concern for
others and the ability to actively and “thoughtfully engage in the discussion of political
issues” (p. 25). To this point Nussbaum (2010) states, “The arts and humanities provide
the ability to transcend local loyalties and to approach world problems as a ‘citizen of the
world’; and…to imagine sympathetically the predicament of another person” (p. 7). Both
Gutmann and Nussbaum address the humanistic shortcomings and need for cultural
connectivity that are present in the current state of education. Nussbaum (2010)
elaborates on education and its ties to democracy and states:
Education is not just for citizenship. It prepares people for employment and,
importantly, for meaningful lives…All modern democracies, however, are
societies in which the meaning and ultimate goals of human life are topics of
reasonable disagreement among citizens who hold many different religious and
secular views, and these citizens will naturally differ…What we can agree about
is that young people all over the world, in any nation lucky enough to be
democratic, need to grow up to be participants in a form of government in which
the people inform themselves about crucial issues that they will address as voters
and, sometimes, as elected or appointed officials. (p. 9)
Gutmann (1987) also calls for members of a society to be active participants and “that all
educable children be educated adequately to participate as citizens in shaping the future
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structure of their society” (p. 46). A quality arts education is needed in the equation to
create the kind of citizen Nussbaum and Gutmann describe.

Learning and the Arts
Learning is a key topic in the exploration of the arts and humanities and their role
in education. According to Samantha Caughlan (2008), “cutting the arts is not something
that is likely to improve academic achievement; in fact, quite the opposite” (p. 120).
Caughlan (2008) goes on to discuss the benefits of the arts in schools and states, “The
arts can reach students who are not otherwise engaged in school, while challenging
students who are already successful” (p. 123). This is significant because, as stated
earlier, Idaho ranks 50th in college retention, and 49th in high school graduates directly
attending college (Idaho Education Association, 2011).
The arts also lend themselves to interdisciplinary education and a continuum of
knowledge. “Art education should be linked to a total learning process. The teaching of
art is informed by learning in other disciplines. In turn, the teaching of art should enhance
learning in these areas” (Hausman, 2010, p. 370). According to “Critical Evidence: How
the Arts Benefit Student Achievement” (2006), “Arts learning experiences contribute to
the development of certain thinking, social and motivational skills that are considered
basic for success in school, work and life. These fundamental skills encompass a wide
range of more subtle, general capacities of the mind, self-perceptions and social
relationships” (p. 13).
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Student Achievement and Creativity
The academic achievement associated with the arts and humanities is also linked
to creativity, innovation, collaboration, problem solving, and critical thinking (National
Assembly of State Arts Agencies, 2006). “The accepted definition of creativity is
production of something original and useful. There is never one right answer. To be
creative requires divergent thinking (generating many unique ideas) and then convergent
thinking (combining those ideas into the best result)” (Bronson & Merryman, 2010, p.
44). There is extreme focus on intelligence in education, however, according to Bronson
and Merryman (2010), “The correlation to lifetime creative accomplishment was more
than three times stronger for childhood creativity than childhood IQ” (p. 45). Bronson
and Merryman (2010) go on to state, “All around us are matters of national and
international importance that are crying out for the creative solutions, from saving the
Gulf of Mexico to bringing peace to Afghanistan to delivering health care. Such solutions
emerge from…a populace constantly contributing original ideas and receptive to the
ideas of others” (p. 45). From solving dramatic world issues to creating a healthy culture,
the ability to think creatively is in demand economically and socially. We need a system
of education that cultivates and nurtures creative thinkers and innovators.

Marketing
Marketing is defined by the Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2012) as, “the act or
process of selling or purchasing in a market.” In the last twenty years, with the
development of the Internet, and more recently social media sites like Facebook and
Twitter, the world of marketing has dramatically changed. “Customers now have access
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to information about a company and its products from a multitude of sources” (Urban,
2005, p. 155), and traditional marketing budgets once spent on print ads and postcards,
are now being used for drop-down ads on websites, and third-party sponsorships on
Facebook and Twitter.
Customers are developing new patterns of consuming and purchasing and
marketers must completely reevaluate their processes. One of the most significant
changes in marketing is:
Customers can avoid a company’s marketing efforts. Consumers have more
control over the flow of marketing messages into their homes and lives.
Consumers’ distaste for junk mail, telemarketing calls, spam, and pop-up
advertising means that these pushy messages are more likely to earn the ire of
consumers than to earn profits. Technology empowers consumers by enabling
them to mute or “zap” television commercials, screen telephone calls, block popup advertisements, stop telemarketing, and send spam straight to the trash can.”
(Urban, 2005, p. 156)
With the ability to control and block so much of the available marketing avenues, it is
important that marketers be thoughtful and target audiences in meaningful ways, by
sorting through databases, only sending relevant information, and providing “opt-out”
messaging on all communication.
The changes and developments in marketing, as stated above, were considered in
the development of this project. Current marketing tools and resources were used to
enhance the availability of this project. To avoid being muted by potential arts advocates,
and to provide users with the freedom of participation, social media and QR-codes were
used to house and build support for the arts advocacy.
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Social Media
The way we interact with each other has changed, largely due to social media.
The Super Bowl, in 2011, ran the first-ever commercial to feature a Twitter hashtag for
Audi, #Prgressls (Manjoo, 2011, p. 1). “Audi has a full-time team monitoring its presence
on social media sites, it’s constantly posting new content, and it has even held special
events for the most devoted members” (Manjoo, 2011, p. 2). Businesses are changing the
way they interact with their clients, with social media and internet marketing becoming
the norm. This change is illustrated in the article, “(LIKE) + (RETWEET) $$$?”
(Manjoo, 2011), estimating that 80% of companies will participate in social media
marketing this year, nearly double the number of just three years ago.
An interesting discussion on social media is presented in “Social Media’s
Advocacy Paradox” (Baird, 2011), where they report “60% of executives believe social
media will fundamentally change the way they do business, and they are feeling pressure
to get it right” (p. 10). The article goes on to state, “While the surge for people adopting
social media is astounding, businesses must look beyond the numbers to understand who
is following them and why” (Baird, 2011, p. 10), and realize that “social interaction is
still primarily about friends and family” (Baird, 2011, p. 10). The idea that everyone
wants to know what your company is up to every moment of every day may not be true.
The business side of social media needs to be considered carefully and its users need to
be thoughtful about their interactions.
Social media provides a platform in which the user can decide if they want to get
involved or just simply view the material. The Facebook fan page created for this project
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allows for potential arts advocates to seek out the information, and to choose if they want
to participate.

Summary
Arts education needs to be better represented in public education, and the arts
need to occupy a central role in the education of our students. “Now more than ever,
leadership is needed at all levels of art education to sustain the field. The breadth of art
education–in schools, communities, museums, and so on–is being threatened by political
and economic forces causing the reduction and elimination of art programs” (Freedman,
2011, p. 1). The materials created for this project intend to provide the necessary
information and support to grow Idaho’s arts educators as leaders in the campaign to
advocate for the arts in Idaho. Nussbaum (2010) closes her book by writing:
If we do not insist on the crucial importance of the humanities and the arts, they
will drop away, because they do not make money. They only do what is much
more precious than that, make a world that is worth living in, people who are able
to see other human beings as full people, with thoughts and feelings of their own
that deserve respect and empathy, and nations that are able to overcome fear and
suspicion in favor of sympathetic and reasoned debate. (p. 143)
The arts are important in life, in understanding others, and in developing a well-rounded
persons. Arts advocates need to organize their message, inform their communities of the
value of a quality arts education, and take a stand. Arts advocates need to take a stand in
Idaho.
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CHAPTER III
Methodology

The goal of this M.A. in Art Education project is to design a useful arts advocacy
marketing campaign for arts educators in Idaho. The handbook, “Informed. Active.
Connected. Arts Educators Advocating For The Arts in Idaho,” has been provided
digitally via social media on Facebooki, with active links and downloadable content, to
allow for ease of use and to encourage viral shareability.

Design and Development of the Project
This project was created by first conducting research in arts advocacy campaigns
and materials globally, nationally and locally. Research and current changes in
educational policy confirmed a need for a comprehensive marketing arts advocacy
campaign for arts educators in Idaho. The handbook and its marketing materials were
both created and designed through a creative process that included: research, planning,
sketching, proofs, collaboration, editing, revising, and feedback.
My decision to focus the project on Idaho’s arts educators came from wanting to
better assemble and organize an existing group of arts education advocates. Idaho’s arts
educators are already doing the hard work of teaching everyday, and I wanted to provide
them with access to an easy-to-use and professionally designed arts advocacy handbook
to better align their messaging and strengthen their results. I have spent some time
teaching in an arts classroom, and I know first-hand that these educators do not need
another project to take on. As much as most of them would like to be more active in
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advocating for arts education in Idaho, they simply do not have the time or the resources
to do so. The handbook and marketing materials are designed to make advocating for the
arts in Idaho more manageable and effective.

Project Development
Research and organization of the project took place over a six-month period from
May to November 2011. My initial research explored arts education materials and status
globally, nationally, and locally. After conducting research, I created sketches and began
brainstorming ideas for how the handbook could work and how it would be accessed. I
manage social media as part of my current job, and I know from my work experience that
social media outlets, such as Facebook, offer an open platform for connectivity and
communication between users. I decided to utilize social media and QR-codes to
maximize the accessibility potential of the project, and increase the availability of the
material. Once I decided on the format and layout of the handbook, I consulted several of
my graphic design colleagues, and went through numerous rounds of feedback and
changes in the proofing process. The handbook went through eleven drafts before it was
finalized and made digital.
After initial research and brainstorming the next step was to determine the target
audience and how the materials would be utilized. I narrowed my focus to Idaho’s arts
educators for the handbook and general arts advocates for the marketing materials. The
goal of the handbook is to better equip Idaho’s arts educators, and the goal of the
marketing materials are to better align the efforts of arts advocates in the general public. I
had to clearly define these audience goals to move forward, and to create an attainable
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objective. After creating and designing the handbook and marketing materials, I added
web links, downloadable articles, and links to the marketing materials within the
handbook and uploaded the document to the Facebook fan page. The handbook content
and marketing materials are digitally available through the Facebook fan page and
accessible to anyone and everyone. The Facebook fan page was launched on Saturday,
April 7, 2012, and emails and invitations were sent out to friends, family, and co-workers
encouraging them to explore the materials and to “like” the fan page.
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CHAPTER IV
Summary and Recommendations

This chapter will summarize and provide implications for the future of arts
education in Idaho, and provide ideas for potential areas of growth and development
through use of the arts advocacy handbook and Facebook fan page.

Future Possibilities
The development of the project represents the creative process involved in
graphic design and outlines the detailed operation of creating a professionally designed
arts education advocacy campaign. The project confirmed the need for audience support,
and although launching the “Arts Educators Advocating for the Arts in Idaho” handbook
and marketing campaign was not intended to be part of this project, Idaho’s arts
educators will determine the success of the overall marketing campaign. The overall
success of the actual project will be determined by Idaho’s arts advocates’ level of
interest and use. The project will grow based on participation, and all of this can be
monitored on the Facebook fan page. Future needs for the project will include
supervision of the Facebook fan page, updating the fan page content, and management of
the handbook content.
This project has a lot of potential to effect change and better inform potential arts
advocates in Idaho, however, actual implementation of this project and its handbook,
social media elements, and marketing materials would require professional support from
an organization or company in Idaho. Materials would need to be distributed to arts
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educators in Idaho, and a task force would need to be set up to provide Facebook support
and lessons. A marketing campaign, such as the one created for this project, would need
knowledgeable support staff to train arts educators and distribute materials. These
materials have been created for this project at no cost. The reality, however, is that
marketing campaigns and professionally designed materials cost money. At some point,
this arts advocacy campaign and its materials would require funding for support and
longevity.
How involved people choose to be is a key component to the success of this
project. The best designs, and the most user-friendly applications cannot insure that this
arts advocacy project will succeed. In addition to providing all of the designed collateral
and information, this project, if executed, would require a substantial amount of support
from local arts organizations in Idaho. The communities of Idaho would need to learn
about the value of a high-quality arts education before they would be willing to get
involved and advocate themselves. The handbook created for this project could be used
as resource to better educate potential arts advocates.
I have provided ample evidence and support to indicate the arts are an important
part of education, especially during tough economic times. Given the status of arts
education in most of the United States, projects such as the one presented here,
demonstrate the need for effective and professional marketing efforts in arts education.
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